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THINGS TO CONSIDER IN WORKING WITH THIS MATERIAL:
1) WHAT IS IT? (AND IF IT IS A LANGUAGE, HOW DO WE DEFINE THAT?)
2) HOW IS IT INFORMED BY A HIGHER- DIMENSIONAL SET-UP?
3) WHEN YOU HAVE AN OPHANIC TEMPLE “RUNNING,” HOW CAN YOU
VISUALIZE THAT IN TERMS OF SACRED GEOMETRY?
4) WHY DO WE MAKE ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT HOW THIS CATALYZES
CHANGE? (WHERE DID THE ARGUMENT ABOUT DNA COME FROM?)

Pythagorean cosmology (as conveyed in by later thinkers, since Pythagoras wrote nothing
down) associates the elements with regular polyhedral. The “shape of the universe”
(according to Plato according to contemporary and Renaissance interpretations) is a
dodecahedron.

We assume Dee used but had no language to express four dimensional geometry
because of some of the theorems of the Monas.
Philosophers such as Nicolas of Cusa and the anonymous author of the Liber
Philosophorum have defined God as “'an infinite sphere, whose centre is everywhere and
whose circumference is nowhere.” This meshes perfectly with Hermetic maxims (as
within/so without) and the concept we’ll later use of the “outside” of the Ophanic
quadrangles connecting to the “inside” or Tablet of Union/Black Cross
By the time Aleister Crowley looks at Enochian as the “Symbolic Representation of the
Universe Derived by Doctor John Dee through the Skrying of Sir Edward Kelley” (Liber
Chanokh), higher dimension geometry is an explicit field of study.
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PART I
THE SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF THE UNIVERSE
I
The Skryer obtained from certain Angels a series of seven talismans.1 These, grouped
around the Holy Twelvefold Table, similarly obtained, were part of the furniture of the
Holy Table, as shown in Plate I., opposite.2
Other appurtenances of this table will be described hereafter.
II
Other Pantacles were obtained in a similar manner. Here (Plate II.) is the principal
one,3 which, carved in wax, was placed upon the top of the table. On four others stood
the feet of the table.4
Note first the Holy Sevenfold Table containing seven Names of God which not
even the Angels are able to pronounce.
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These names are seen written without the heptagram within the heptagon.
By reading these obliquely are obtained names of Angels called—
(1) Filiæ Bonitatis or Filiolæ Lucis.
E
Me
Ese
Iana
Akele
Azdobn
Stimcul
(2) Filiæ Lucis.
I
Ih
Ilr
Dmal
Heeoa
Beigia
Stimcul
[These are given attributions to the Metals of the Planets in this order: Sol, Luna,
Venus, Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, Saturn.]
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(3) Filiæ Filiarum Lucis.
S
Ab
Ath
Ized
Ekiei
Madimi
Esemeli
(4) Filii Filiorum Lucis.
L (El)
Aw
Ave
Liba
Rocle
Hagone(l)
Ilemese
See all these names in the heptagram of the great seal.
So also there are Seven Great Angels formed thus: take the corner letter S, then
the diagonal next to it AB, then the next diagonal ATH, then the fourth diagonal,
where is I with 21
(which indicates EL), and we have the name—
8
SABATHIEL
Continuing the process, we get
ZEDEKIEL
MADIMIEL
SEMELIEL
NOGAHEL
CORABIEL
LEVANAEL
These names will be found in the Pentagram and about it.
These angels are the angels of the Seven Circles of Heaven.5
These are but a few of the mysteries of this great seal
SIGILLVM DEI ÆMETH
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III
The Shew-stone, a crystal which Dee alleged to have been brought to him by angels,
was then placed upon this table, and the principal result of the ceremonial skrying of
Sir Edward Kelly is the obtaining of the following diagrams, Plates III.-VIII.
He symbolized the Four-Dimensional Universe in two dimensions as a square
surrounded by 30 concentric circles (the 30 Æthyrs or Aires) whose radii increase in a
geometrical proportion.
The sides of the square are the four great watch-towers (Plates IV.-VII.) which are
attributed to the elements. There is also a “black cross” (or “central tablet” according
to the arrangement shewn—compare the black cross bordering the tablets in Plate III.
with Plate VIII.).6
Plate III gives the general view.
[The reversed letters which form the word PARAOAN are written in Enochian
for convenience, as our A and O are not distinguishable reverse from forward.]
Plate IV. gives the complete attribution of the tablet of Air.
The 6th file is called Linea Patris.
The 7th file is called Linea Filii.
The 7th line is called Linea Spiritus Sancti.
This great cross divides the Tablet into four lesser (sub-elemental) Tablets, the
left-hand top corner being Air of Air, the right-hand top corner Water of Air, the lefthand bottom corner Earth of Air, the remaining corner Fire of Air.
Each of these lesser Tablets contains a Calvary Cross of ten squares, which
governs it.
Plates V., VI., and VII. are similar for the other elements.
This is the way in which the names are drawn from the great Tablets. [Examples
taken from Water Tablet.]
1. Linea Spiritus Sancti gives the Three Holy Names of God of 3, 4 and 5 letters
respectively.
MPH. ARSL. GAIOL
2. A whorl around the centre of the Tablet gives the name of the Great Elemental
King, RAAGIOSL [similarly for Air BATAIVAH, for Earth ICZHHCAL, for Fire
EDLPRNAA].
3. The 3 lines of the central cross of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost give the names
of 6 seniors. [Thus the 4 tablets hold 24 “elders,” as stated in the Apocalypse.] They
are drawn of seven letters, each from the centre to the sides of the tablet.
SAIINOV
SOAIZNT
LAOAZRP
LIGDISA
SLGAIOL
LSRAHP

}
}
}

Linea Patris
Linea Filii
Linea S.S.

These three sets of names rule the whole tablet, and must be invoked before
specializing in the lesser angles of the sub-elements.
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THINGS TO CONSIDER IN WORKING WITH THIS MATERIAL:
1) WHAT IS IT? (AND IF IT IS A LANGUAGE, HOW DO WE DEFINE THAT?)
2) HOW IS IT INFORMED BY A HYPER-DIMENSIONAL SET-UP?
3) WHEN YOU HAVE AN OPHANIC TEMPLE “RUNNING,” HOW CAN YOU
VISUALIZE THAT IN TERMS OF SACRED GEOMETRY?
4) WHY DO WE MAKE ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT HOW THIS CATALYZES
CHANGE? (WHERE DID THE ARGUMENT ABOUT DNA COME FROM?)

SYMMETRY and SACRED WAVEFORM ALPHABETS:
coherence, consciousness and the kabbalah
by Vincent M. Bridges ©1997
“One of the greatest scientific achievements imaginable
would be the discovery of an explicit relationship between
the waveform alphabets of quantum theory and certain
human states of consciousness.”
Nick Herbert, Quantum Reality

T

HE WORKS OF such modern day Kabbalists as Stan Tenen, in Light in The Meeting Tent and
J.J. Hurtak’s Keys of Enoch suggest that we have indeed found the pivotal point where
consciousness, quantum mechanics and the Kabbalah intersect. The question then becomes:
Is that point the origin of the alphabet?
Although humanity has spawned thousands of languages, fewer than a dozen instances of
the invention of writing are recorded in human history. Most of these occurred in or around
the ancient Near East. Cuneiform script in Sumer, Proto-Elamite in Caanan, and hieroglyphs
in Egypt appeared roughly at the same time, around 3000 BC. Cretan pictoglyphs and the
Indus Valley scripts are dated to around 2000 BC. Hittite hieroglyphs and Chinese pictograms
developed between 1700 and 1500 BC, as did the Semitic alphabet which would eventually
become, with the Chinese alphabet, the form by which all living languages are written.
The Semitic alphabet developed, according to the best archeological evidence, in the
turquoise and gold mines of Sinai just after 1700 BC. Hieratic or cursive Egyptian phonetic
letters were applied to a proto-Semitic language. We can easily read the Semitic word “b’lat,”
the goddess, in hieratic characters on the quarry walls at Serabit El-Khadem in the Sinai.
Similar developments occurred over the next two hundred years throughout ancient Caanan.
By 1400 BC, roughly the time of the Exodus of Moses, these trends had merged into a form that
scholars call the Caananite Linear alphabet. From this developed all other alphabetic scripts,
from Latin Gothic to Old Hebrew and Imperial Aramaic, from Cyrillic to Kufic to Sanskrit and
Amharic.
Logically, if any ancient alphabet could be called sacred, it must surely be that original
alphabetic source. Tradition would also suggest that the origin of this sacred alphabet, the
moment when the “flame letters” were revealed, involved the conjunction of Egyptian and
Semitic sources in the Sinai. Working the mines where proto-sinatic inscriptions appear were
the Midianites of the Bible, the people with whom Moses lived while in exile from Egypt.
They were a Bedouin sort of people, pre-Yahweh Hebrews who worshipped a nameless God
on a mountain top. It was while tending his flocks on the sacred mountain that Moses, the
Egyptian prince, encountered the Burning Bush. Moses, of course, eventually returned to the
Midianites’ sacred mountain with a vast horde of wandering Semitic refugees to receive God’s
commandments; carved, we are told, by the divine appendage on slabs of stone.
This experience, this direct, face-to-face encounter with divinity, was the culmination of
the Exodus. If any moment could be said to have been infused with divine meaning, in an
SYMMETRY AND SACRED WAVEFORM ALPHABETS
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The first sentence of GENESIS in Hebrew, read from right to left.

alphabetic sense, surely this was the moment. Tradition also holds that Moses was the author
of that first sentence in Genesis, which Stan Tenen, in 1968, deciphered as a geometric description of a universal dissipative structure, the torus.
Since the development of our original source alphabet, Caananite Linear, is contemporary
with the Exodus from Egypt, we might postulate a connection. From this, we might also
postulate that the alphabet’s success derives in part from its divine origin. If the Kabbalists and
Stan Tenen are correct, then it should be possible to imbue and encode an ordinary word, such
as “mustard seed,” with a host of spiritual, and perhaps even scientific meanings. This ability
would surely help the spread and acceptance of such an alphabet.
Something of the sort seems in fact to have happened. Languages and scripts as far
apart as Ethioptic, Tibetan and Arabic all have a “kabbalistic” tradition because of the sound/
shape/symbol quality of the alphabet itself. Since all of these sacred alphabets were originally
derived from a Caananite Linear source, we can speculate that the source of the concept is
also the source of the alphabet.
Stan Tenen’s great idea suggests that this is the case. However, his examination of alphabet
forms has a large flaw. He starts with an Aramaic Hebrew script from about 300 BC. This is a
thousand years, or so, after the divine infusion on Sinai, and far down the language tree from
Caananite Linear. Old Hebrew, the script of the Old Testament period, roughly 1000 BC through
the sixth century BC, is much closer to the original source alphabet than Hebrew Aramaic,
which derived from Phoenician and Imperial Aramaic, or Persian, sources.
But Tenen’s research suggests that his spiral strip also creates other alphabets, such as
Greek, which are not related to the Aramaic branch. If this is true, we must look even earlier.
Caananite Linear, origin of Old Hebrew, Greek and Aramaic, is the only possible source. However, Mr. Tenen has never, to my knowledge, examined this alphabet. If a single divinely
inspired source, using a spiral strip off of a torus defined by tetrahedral symmetry, generated
the “sacred” alphabet shapes, then the obvious place, according to archeology, linguistics and
tradition, to look for verification would be the original alphabetic source.
This lack, in my opinion, weakens Tenen’s premise, and, until such work is done, the theory
must remain in the realm of speculation. As for the “waveform alphabets of quantum theory,”
Tenen has had remarkably little to say. By his own admission, his original models were too
imprecise to achieve any kind of mathematical rigor. While the Kabbalists have always attributed certain states of consciousness to certain letters, Tenen’s work does little toward relating
these letter-shape states-of-consciousness with any portion of quantum theory. He does suggest that there are connections, spinors as symmetry sets are mentioned at one point, but
nothing is developed beyond that level.
And yet, the mystery remains. Like some fascinatingly unfinished jigsaw puzzle, Tenen’s
work suggests more than it reveals. But he does give us an important clue.
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In the tenth and eleventh century AD, the city of Troyes in France was home to a group of
Jewish mystics. As Babylon declined as the center of the Diaspora, Islamic Spain became the
focus of Judaism. This effervescence spilled over into southern France where the authority of
the Church of Rome and its dislike for the Jews held little sway. In the latter half of the eleventh
century, this community of scholars and mystics introduced a new elegant form of the Hebrew
alphabet known as the Nachmanides-Rashi letters.
In his pamphlet “The Meru Project,” Stan Tenen notes that the Hebrew alphabet that
most closely resembles his geometrically derived models is this Sephardic script. The true
significance of Mr. Tenen’s research may be his discovery that these specific letterforms of
Hebrew are based on precise geometrical models. The unification of quantum mechanics and
consciousness may not point so much to the origin of the alphabet as to the origin of the
Kabbalah.
The core text of the Kabbalah, the Sepher Yetsirah, achieved its final form in the late
eleventh century in southern France. Long thought to be the work of the school of Isaac the
Blind, modern scholars have found traces of third century Gnostic thought as well as evidence
of a ninth century reworking. The mystical scholars who assembled this traditional wisdom
into its written form also adopted the use of the Nachmanides-Rashi letterforms. These Kabbalists were mathematicians as well. It is not beyond possibility that they had decoded the
torus shape inherent in the arrangement of letters in the first verse of Genesis, and the outline
of its tagin delineated spiral. From this realization might have come the “shadows on the
meeting tent” idea expressed in the Sepher Yetsirah, and later elaborated by Abraham Abulafia.
From this perspective, the letterforms could easily have been generated by the rabbis of
Troyes from the same sort of mechanical model Stan Tenen developed eight centuries later. All
this becomes even more interesting when we remember another famous citizen of Troyes in
the late twelfth century. The medieval poet who introduced the Grail Myth, Chretien de Troyes,
wrote just a century after the earliest manuscripts of the Sepher Yetsirah.
The Grail Myth, as begun by Chretien, is an elaborate blend of Celtic myth, Christian chivalry
and Gnostic experience. Women serve the sacrament from a “graal” that provides for all needs,
except that of healing the wounded king and the wasted land. For that, a question, “Whom
does the Graal Serve?” must be asked. Both Chretien and later Wolfram von Eschenbach,
whose Parzival claims to be the real story that Chretien only partly understood, reported that
the tale originally came from one Guyot, or Kyot, of Provence. Wolfram also claims that Kyot
heard it from Flegantis, a Jewish astrologer from Spain. Wolfram’s grail, unlike Chretien’s large
shallow bowl, is a stone fallen from heaven. It spells out the names of those called to its service
and otherwise communicates through miraculous means.
Perhaps what we have at the core of the Grail Myth is a glimpse of the language generating “stone” or tetrahedron of the mystics of Troyes. The possibility is a fascinating one that
invites further research. If the geometrical models that Mr. Tenen rediscovered were first
invented in the eleventh century, then where does that leave us?
We have answered only part of the puzzle. The medieval Kabbalists may have invented
the letterforms from a geometric model, but that model came from the text of Genesis,
dating roughly to the sixth century BC. While the mystery remains, we have gained valuable
knowledge about the nature of a “sacred alphabet.”
So then, how can we define this concept of “sacred alphabet?”
First, it must do more than just spell words. The shape/sound/symbol coherence of
SYMMETRY AND SACRED WAVEFORM ALPHABETS
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the alphabets descended from the Caananite Linear allows languages as dissimilar as Hebrew and Tibetan to develop “kabbalist” symbologies. This can be seen at a glance by comparing a
medieval Kabbalistic talisman, embedding the entire Tree of Life
into one symbol using the first letter of each Sephiroth, with the
Tibetan Kalachakra “Power of Ten” emblem.
Next, this symbological ability must reflect mathematical and
geometric processes in the greater universe. In other words, a
sacred alphabet also describes a cosmology. The alphabetic symbolism of the Sepher Yetsirah implies a sort of cookbook of creation. The Kalachakra system embraces all fields of knowledge,
allowing ontology to recapitulate cosmogony.
A truly sacred alphabet may just be the quantum states
which forms the shells/shapes of the atoms expressed in a
Power of Ten Emblem from
sound/shape
form that resonates with the atomic structure.
Tibetan Kalachakra
These “letters” are then primal wave-guides for space/time coherence. Their expression collapses probability’s infinite wavefront into one hologramic reality.
The building blocks of God, indeed…
To understand this, we must look at two vastly different sacred alphabets, Egyptian hieroglyphics and Dr. Dee’s Ophanic script.
Hieroglyphs developed suddenly in Egypt just after 3100 BC. They appeared almost of a
piece, with little or no developmental states. Old Kingdom Egyptian, as a language, is full of
sophisticated ideas and strange, ritualistic concepts, things that would suggest a long period
of evolution. But the alphabet in which these ideas are written appeared and reached its
ultimate perfection in the course of a few hundred years. It would remain in use, though it
would evolve into other forms, for the next two thousand years.
An Old Kingdom Pharaoh, visiting a Ptolemaic temple, could have read his descendant’s
name from his cartouche, though he may not have been able to pronounce it. This continuity
suggests that hieroglyphs served the sacred function of embedding symbolism extremely
well. By this measure, they might be the most successful sacred alphabet in human history.
Perhaps the best way to see this is by examining the spelling of the name of the Neter, or
god, Ptah. As the creator god of Memphis, Ptah symbolized the cosmic process brought down
to human scale. Atum-Ra, the Sun God of Heliopolis, represented the creative force of the
universe and Tehuti, or Thoth of Hermopolis, represented the actualizing of that creative force
into the patterns of nature, into space/time itself. Ptah then shows how these forces shape the
nature and being of man. We can think of Ptah as the architect of humanity, the DNA doctor
braiding intelligence into simple Handy Monkey genes.
Esoteric Egyptology has long equated Ptah with the ratio known as Phi. Simply superimposing the glyphs that spell P -T - H can show this relationship. The glyph for P is a square; T
is a semi-circle. Overlay these and you have the basis for the geometric derivation of the Phi
proportions. Add the H, a cotton twist resembling a braid, and space appears for the development of the pentagram/pentagon from the Phi rectangle. This recursive nest of Phi ratios has
often been thought of as relating directly to the human condition as a glyph symbolic of
self-reflexive intelligence.
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Add the determinative that indicates the divine condition
and you have spelled a description of the force that embues life
with consciousness.
Egyptian hieroglyphs seem designed to convey a direct
experience of the essence of the word. Reading the name Ptah
in elegant old Kingdom glyphs imparts a wealth of understanding at a level far deeper than just the intellectual. In a
very real sense, you could never know who “Ptah” was, until
you could read his Name. This ability to impart a direct experience of sacred realities makes the Egyptian hieroglyphic alphabet almost unique among human alphabets. Learning ancient
Egyptian was perhaps as mind expanding as learning Martian
was in Stranger in a Strange Land.
The spiritual core of Egyptian religion was the power of
“words” to shape the texture of reality. Pharaohs, such as the
Sixth Dynasty’s Unas, went to great lengths to inscribe whole
texts on the inside of their tombs. The royal Ka could then
read these words of power and re-shape death into immortality
among the stars. By the Middle Kingdom, commoners were
using some of these same texts in their coffins and tombs.
Hieroglyphs remained the royal and preferred alphabet, but a
more fluid form emerged.
This hieratic script was an attempt to reduce the hieroglyphic symbols to a form that could be swiftly rendered by
a brush-like pen. Its more fluid motion of stroke abstracted
the concrete images of Old Kingdom hieroglyphs into formsuggestive curves. Eventually, hieratic developed into Demotic
and then the Greek influenced Coptic. The last hieroglyphic
writing dates from the early fifth century AD.
By the seventh century, when the Arabs swept in from the
desert with the hot breath of Allah behind them, knowledge
of hieroglyphics had gone underground. And so we, humanity,
lost touch with our most successful sacred alphabet. The Semitic
alphabet forms, such as Greek and Arabic, allowed for a kind
of symbol/shape/sound embeddedness, as described in the
Sepher Yetsirah. But even this lacks the depth and immediacy of
the hieroglyphs. Something important had been lost.
That “something” can best be seen by noting an attempt to
fill the vacuum of its absence. Eleven hundred years after the
last hieroglyphic inscription, Dr. John Dee, Queen Elizabeth I’s
court astrologer and the foremost scientist of his age, received
a new language from the angels. This language, so powerful
that it was dictated backward to prevent setting off unforeseen
consequences, was to be written in a new script, which was also miraculously delivered.
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Dee records that a faint yellow outline appeared on his page, which he then filled in with
black to produce his letters. These letters are unusual on several counts. First, they are not
exactly unique. They resemble several other magical scripts, such as the “theban” alphabet, in
use for hundreds of years by occultists and alchemists.
However, there are a few differences, such as the name or label of each letter. These
were not given as phonetic renderings, but as collections of other letters conveying a larger
symbolic meaning. But the truly unusual thing about these letters are that they exhibit a
wave-guide function. Dowsers have found that each letter displays a particular vibrational
pattern. This suggests that, like the hieroglyphs, there is a direct energy exchange of some sort
happening when words are written in this alphabet.
Dee and Kelley received these letter/names in an eight by eight grid pattern, which can be
overlaid with the hexagrams of the I Ching, the center of the Mayan Tzolkin and the codons of
human DNA. The pattern this produces causes us to look for deeper implications. This much
coherence across scales can hardly be un-intelligent.
The Ophanic alphabet and language received by Dee and Kelley represents an attempt by
something, be it the collective unconscious or the angelic logoi, to re-invest human language
with this direct experience of symbolic coherence. That it failed in the sixteenth century is not
surprising; that we should still reject the concept is unfortunate.
As superficial information, both internal and external, explodes in volume, some way
must be found to sort for meaning and value. A sacred alphabet
of quantum consciousness could give us that all-important center
point of understanding necessary to braid order out of chaos.
To close the loop, let me just note that Dee’s Ophanic language
not only exhibits advanced geometry, some of it not discovered
until the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, but it also contains
echoes of ancient Egyptian. The name for a ruler of the element of
fire on the Seal of Truth, a key component in the Ophanic system,
is spelled out in letter number combinations as Oheoo-ah-atan. This
just happens to be a reasonably good phonetic rendering of a New
Kingdom Egyptian phrase: “strong, wounding (is) the heat of the
sun.” Not only is this appropriate to a being of fire, but the phrase
would later be used in Akhnaton’s hymns in praise of the Aton.
Ophanic, like Egyptian, shows us that it is symbolic density that defines a sacred alphabet.
The ultimate sacred alphabet would be infinitely dense and interrelated. One glyph, like a
Phi spiral in 3D, unfolds the logos of creation, read instantaneously by the Mind of all. We
smaller fragments of Mind see only elements and galaxies, like scattered letters and snatches
of phrases, and stumble over our ABC’s like the kindergartners we are. I’m ready to read the
text of the universe’s one song.
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How does solving a problem through insight increase
your consciousness?
(If you understand this, you’ll understand the process
through which some of us solved some of the magickal
blinds in Dee’s original material.)
Even traditional geometric proofs begin with axioms.
Change the axioms, and you often find a solution.
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Alaerian’s Watchtower
by J. Alan Moore
Foreword

The working of ritual magick which follows is a regular part of my
personal magickal practice. It is a synthesis of two ceremonies
created by the founders of the Order of the Golden Dawn: the
Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, or SIRP, and the more
elaborate ceremony of the Watchtower. These modifications serve
to meet my individual needs and purposes in a way that neither
ritual can do in their original forms. If used correctly, with the
proper preparatory energetic work, my modified Watchtower creates
a powerful, multi-dimensional, energetic space which is conducive
to a number of different tasks, including, but not limited to:
meditation, initiation, powering a magickal intent, charging
talismans, healing, and mystical exploration.
The basic forms themselves were part of the curriculum set before
me as I worked my way through the initiatory process of a
contemporary temple of the Golden Dawn; and refined through
practice as an adept of the system, while I was Hierophant to several
groups of initiates through the last 20 or so years. However, I must
give credit where credit is due: much of what I have learned of the
inner workings of both the GD techniques and the Enochian system
of magick, which is inextricably entwined with them, have been
through the generous assistance of my good friend, colleague and
sometime mentor Vincent Bridges. His truly visionary approach to
the understanding and application of the Enochian system of magick
(also called “Angelic” or “Ophanic”), and the understanding that
sacred geometry is at the heart of what ritual magick actually does
in the real world, has immeasurably enriched and informed my
understanding of the work at hand. If you are interested, more
information on Bridges’ concepts and techniques can be found on
the website of his Fifth Way Mystery School (FWMS).
There are important preparatory steps to be taken before performing
either the SIRP or my modified Watchtower. I generally use this
ritual as the culminating component of a series of rituals, called by
some practitioners of practical magick as a “stack”. Here is the
order of service for the stack I use:
1. If the room in which I will be doing the rituals requires it (and
except for some rather special circumstances involving a
constantly running self-regulating magickal space, such as a
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properly charged Enochian Temple, it usually will) banish the
space. I use the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
(LBRP), and if I feel the need to clear out planetary or
astrological influences which may muddy the intent I wish to
energize, I’ll use a Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram
(LBRH).
2. I begin the stack with the Lesser Invoking Ritual of the
Pentagram (LIRP).
3. Once the LIRP is in place I perform a Middle Pillar exercise,
replacing the standard Golden Dawn series of energy
circulations with a Fifth Way technique called the Caduceus
Breath.
4. If the magickal intent I have for the working at hand involves
influencing the physical world in some way, I’ll perform a
Lesser Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram (LIRH). This step is
optional and for any meditative or mystical intent this step is
not recommended.
5. Once the above steps have been accomplished I will then
perform the Watchtower.
As always, when practicing ritual magick, to reach the fullest
potential of the energetic work you must understand what you are
actually creating in multi-dimensional space. Once it is clear that
the practitioner is creating geometric energetic structures in multiple
dimensions of space – the most important of which, for our
purposes, is the fourth dimension – then the formula I have adapted
from the methodology of Bridges’ Fifth Way Mystery School
begins to make sense.
Briefly, the overall structure created in energetic forms is a
dodecahedron. It is important to understand that what you are
actually doing when you cast a pentagram magickally is creating the
pattern through the rotation of a fourth-dimensional shape called a
pentatope through five axes; this action creates, in two dimensions,
both a pentagram and the pentagon which surrounds it. The LIRP
creates the first four pentagons of the dodeca with its four
pentagrams. The Middle Pillar draws down high vibrational light
and the Caduceus Breath sends that light out into the space defined
by the shape created by the LIRP and induces rotation. The LIRH,
if used, creates a fixed connection between the higher dimensional
structure and the physical realm. Then the Watchtower (or SIRP, if
preferred) adds eight more pentagrams/pentagons, for a total of
twelve which, in a manner similar to the behavior of carbon atoms
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under specific circumstances, self-organize into a dodecahedron.
It is postulated from the observable effects that shapes such as this
have very specific energetic effects, which for our purposes we then
exploit. Plato wrote that the dodecahedron was the shape used by
God as a model for the universe. It is fascinating to realize that this
three-dimensional shape is created by the projection of a four
dimensional object into two dimensions, the results of which then
self-organize into the dodecahedron—the highest order Platonic
solid.
I have observed that this formula, or stack, creates a stable and
powerful energetic space, quite palpable to those sensitive to
non-physical energy and phenomena, which serves to protect the
magickal practitioner and power the work to be done.
One final note on the formula I use in my modified Watchtower:
after invoking the Tablet of Union, I add the step of vibrating the
spiral names from the center of each elemental tablet. This is done
to create a direct connection between the magickian – the operator
of this energetic device just assembled—and the tablets themselves.
It has been observed by some that the spiral names are projective
and serve to connect the basic functions of the tablets to the
energetic field, or aura, of the operator who invokes them.
It is not my intent to suggest that my form should supplant either
ceremony from which it is derived; I simply wish to share with
others the opportunity to observe my approach. You are welcome to
try it out and see how it works for you.
—Alaerian (J. Alan Moore)
Alaerian’s[1] Watchtower
Preparations

Temple arranged with four Elemental Tablets hung in cardinal
points about the hall. Order of Tablets should be: east – Air; south
– Fire; west – Water; and north – Earth. Small altar placed at center
equidistant from Tablets having upon it Holy Table, Seal of Truth,
and Tablet of Union; a small Seal of Truth may be placed
underneath each leg of the table. Small table placed under each
tablet with candle. On the southern table should also be incense,
preferably a charcoal censer with frankincense. Other candles may
be placed about the hall for light and atmosphere.
Once the ceremony has begun, all movement about the hall should
be in a clockwise direction, unless otherwise specified.
Banish the space if necessary, and create the framework for the
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Watchtower by performing a LIRP, followed by a Middle Pillar and
Caduceus Breath. Optionally you may add a LIRH as well.
Watchtower
Air:

Go to the east and face the Tablet of Air.
Towards the Tablet trace the invoking
pentagram of Active Spirit in blue while
vibrating ‘EXARP’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the wheel
of Spirit in white while vibrating ‘EHEIEH’,
finishing with a gesture of projection through
the center.
Towards the tablet trace the invoking
pentagram of Air in blue while vibrating
‘ORO IBAH AOSPI’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the
sign of Aquarius in yellow while vibrating
‘YHVH’, finishing with a gesture of
projection through the center.
Aannounce, “In the Names and Letters of
the Great Eastern Quadrangle, I invoke ye,
Angels of the Watchtower of the East!”
Fire:

Go to the south and face the Tablet of Fire.
Towards the Tablet trace the invoking
pentagram of Active Spirit in blue while
vibrating ‘BITOM’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the wheel
of Spirit in white while vibrating ‘EHEIEH’,
finishing with a gesture of projection through
the center.
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Towards the tablet trace the invoking
pentagram of Fire in blue while vibrating
‘OIP TEAA PEDOCE’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the sign
of Leo in red while vibrating ‘ELOHIM’,
finishing with a gesture of projection through
the center.
Announce, “In the Names and Letters of the
Great Southern Quadrangle, I invoke ye,
Angels of the Watchtower of the South!”
Water:

Go to the west and face the Tablet of Water.
Towards the Tablet trace the invoking
pentagram of Passive Spirit in blue while
vibrating ‘HCOMA’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the wheel
of Spirit in white while vibrating ‘AGLA’,
finishing with a gesture of projection through
the center.
Towards the tablet trace the invoking
pentagram of Water in blue while vibrating
‘MPH ARSL GAICH’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the sign
of the Eagle in blue while vibrating ‘ALEPH
LAMED – AL’, finishing with a gesture of
projection through the center.
Announce, “In the Names and Letters of the
Great Western Quadrangle, I invoke ye,
Angels of the Watchtower of the West!”
Earth:

Go to the west and face the Tablet of Earth.
Towards the Tablet trace the invoking
pentagram of Passive Spirit in blue while
vibrating ‘NANTA’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the wheel
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of Spirit in white while vibrating ‘AGLA’,
finishing with a gesture of projection through
the center.
Towards the tablet trace the invoking
pentagram of Earth in blue while vibrating
‘MOR DIAL HCTGA’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the sign
of Taurus in green while vibrating
‘ADONAI’, finishing with a gesture of
projection through the center.
Announce, “In the Names and Letters of the
Great Northern Quadrangle, I invoke ye,
Angels of the Watchtower of the North!”
Invocation of the Great Kings:

Go to the west of the altar, turn east and face the Tablet of Union.
Announce,
“In the East – (vibrate the name) BATAIVAH”
“In the West – (vibrate the name) EDLPRNAA”
“In the South – (vibrate the name) RAAGIOSL”
“In the North – (vibrate the name) ICZHHCAL”
Spirit:

Over the tablet trace the invoking pentagram
of Active Spirit in blue while vibrating
‘EXARP’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the wheel
of Spirit in white while vibrating ‘EHEIEH’,
finishing with a gesture of projection down
through the center.
Next trace the invoking pentagram of Passive
Spirit in blue while vibrating ‘HCOMA’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the wheel
of Spirit in white while vibrating ‘AGLA’,
finishing with a gesture of projection down
through the center.
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Next trace the invoking pentagram of Passive
Spirit in blue while vibrating ‘NANTA’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the wheel
of Spirit in white while vibrating ‘AGLA’,
finishing with a gesture of projection down
through the center.

Finally trace the invoking pentagram of
Active Spirit in blue while vibrating
‘BITOM’.
In the center of the pentagram trace the wheel
of Spirit in white while vibrating ‘EHEIEH’,
finishing with a gesture of projection down
through the center.
Announce, “In the Names and Letters of the Mystical Tablet of
Union, I invoke ye, Angels of the Presence of the Light Divine!”
Opening of the Veil

From your place at the altar step back one pace to the west; remain
facing east.
Vibrate the Enochian Call for the Rending of the Veil:
‘OL SONUF VAORSAGI, GOHO IAD BALTA.’
(give the Sign of the Opening of the Veil while vibrating the next
three names)
‘ELEXARP! COMANNANU! TABITOM!’ Pause for a
moment, then continue:
‘ZODACARA, EKA ZODACARE OD ZODAMERANU. ODO
KIKLE QAA PIAPE
PIAMOEL OD VAOANU!’
Invocation of Protection

From your place at the altar facing east, proclaim:
“I invoke ye, Angels of the Celestial Spheres, whose dwellings are
in the Invisible! Ye are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe;
be ye also guardians of this mystic sphere. Keep far removed the
evil and the unbalanced! Strengthen and inspire us, that we may
preserve unsullied the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let this
sphere be pure and holy, so that we may enter in and become
partakers of the Secrets of the Light Divine!”
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Mid-Ritual

The Watchtower is now complete. Here you may announce any
intention for the working, or perform any other ritual or energetic
work planned for the opened magickal space.
Banishing and License to Depart

Unless the ceremony has been performed in a fully charged and
permanently installed Enochian Temple, the portals must be closed
and the space banished before leaving.
Go to the west of the altar and face east. Close the Veil by giving
the Sign of the Closing of the Portal while vibrating the names
‘ELEXARP! COMANNANU! TABITOM!’ Give the Sign of
Silence.
Close the Elemental Tablets just as you invoked them, but use the
banishing forms of the pentagrams instead of the invoking forms.

Return to the west of the altar and face east. (The Tablet of Union
does not need to be banished)
Give the License to Depart, vibrating the Divine Name. Announce,
“I now release any beings – angels, spirits, or elementals – who may
have been entrapped by this ceremony. Go in peace with the
blessings of YEHESHUAH YEHOVASHAH. I now declare this
ceremony at an end.”
Give the Sign of Silence.
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Notes

1. Alaerian is one of the magickal names used by J. Alan Moore.
Index
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